
SOUL LIFE BLUEPRINT 

 
It is over the course of various lives that Soul chooses to master higher qualities of love, 

forgiveness, unconditional love, acceptance, compassion, tolerance, empathy, wisdom, and 

many, many more. We create karma (positive or negative debt) through our actions during 

our lives as human. This must be repaid over the course of our lifetimes, and seek Moksha 

from the Earth plane, never to return.  

 

Before you are born, your soul goes through the past Karmas and decide  

 What lessons you should master during this life,  

 Positive or negative karma you need to balance, and  
 Personality attributes you will possess during this life to help you to achieve your 

lessons of life.  

This is called Soul Life Blueprint. 

 

You generate both positive and negative energies. 80% of the negative energy you feel inside 

is residual negative energy from past lives. It is through the process of reincarnation or rebirth 

that you seek to release this negative or positive energy that you carry inside you. This 

negative energy resides in your body’s cell memory and subconscious mind. They play equal 

role in negating some negative energies. 

 

The soul chooses the circumstances that will provide you opportunities under the following 

few processes listed below: 

 

1.  Choosing your parents.  

 

To achieve many of life lessons choosing the right parents is important for the soul and it 

chooses parents that will challenge or teach it in some way. You may need a dominant force 

to step into your own power to cause rebellion within your being, to awaken you. Thus 

sometimes it becomes necessary to choose a critical parent, who will challenge your internal 

power. You choose your parent  

 To test your own self-love and acceptance of yourself as a challenge. 
 In the past life you were highly critical to others and this time you need to experience 

the injustice and  

 Repay the karmic debt you have incurred. 
 

2. Choosing your personality, name, date & time of birth.  

 

Choosing your personality, name, date & time of birth is a precise action of your soul. As you 

are governed by Astrological science of the universe and planets. These planetary forces 

govern your personality, the way you act, your internal desires, your drives. For this it is 

critical that your soul be born at the precise time matching with your set personality that your 

soul has chosen to learn its life lessons in this lifetime.  

 

Because your name, your date & time of birth precisely reflect your entire astrological make-

up, the astrological and numerological charts provide you with an accurate and clear account 

of your purpose, personality, inner desires, and karmic debt, etc.  

You may be wondering that how it is that you choose your name. The answer to this is very 

simple. You implant your full name into the minds of your parents, which they  



think they have chosen for you. 

 

3. Choosing the events to be encountered.  

 

In order to learn your lessons of life and be stronger, you need to test yourself and overcome 

obstacles and difficult challenges that you have chosen for yourself before you were born. 

But we talk of free will? If we have predestined our life, what sort of free will do we have?  

 

It is very true that you have free will when you live on the Earth planet. Before you are born, 

you choose many different directions that your life could go in. There are thousands which 

exists for you. Your life is like choose your own adventure novel that you have chosen for 

yourself before your birth. Together with your spiritual guides you choose the possible 

outcomes that will enable you to fulfil your soul purpose. This is your Macro level choice, 

but on earth plane based on your environment, surrounding and people around you, you make 

use of your free will to perform day to day activities. 

 

4. Choosing the people who will come into your life.  

 

Every person who you come across in your life will be your teacher and reveals to you what 

you still have yet to master. Especially those persons who are negative!  

 

The things you hate most in your enemies and cannot stand are usually the things you refuse 

to recognize, accept or see within you. The souls act as mirrors for such important beings for 

their learning and growth.  

 

Your enemies are usually your closest and good friends in the spiritual dimensions, and agree 

to challenge you on this Earth plane in achieving your lessons of life. 

 

5. Choosing the time for spiritual awakening.  

 

You decide time for spiritual awakening on your own, without any help from spirit guides. 

Generally you choose to awaken later in life but a few decide for quite early. You request 

from your Spiritual Master before you are born that if you do not awaken to your spiritual 

path by the time you have set yourself, then everything that you hold close and dear should to 

be taken from you, so that it may deeply reflect on your life.  

 

6. Discovering your Soul Life Blueprint.  

 

Soul Life Blueprint has encoded its full name & date of birth which reveals: 

 

 Specific lessons it is seeking to master in this life,  
 What it is seeking to repay as per Karmic history.  

 The purpose of soul at this time around and  
 The personality type it has chosen to accomplish.  

 

Understanding this important information is The Secret to Spiritual Success.  

It will awaken to your spiritual path, and is also an important road-map for those, already 

awakened.  

 

 



You will begin to see: 

 Why you have attracted certain types of people into your life.  

 Why you act in a certain way.  

 What positive or negative behaviours you are here to achieve or overcome.  

 How positive or negative actions in previous lives (karma) are affecting you in this 
lifetime, what you can do to correct this and turn your life around.  

 Why you have particular interests and desires,  

 What fears hold you back in your life. 

 How you can implement and master your life lessons through new specific strategies. 
 What internal psychological stress patterns you may expect as per your personality 

during this life.  

 How to work through these internal stress patterns.  
 How to bring back harmony and peace into your life. 

 

Now, Think over, introspect and find ways to improve your current re-incarnated life or 

Karmic life destined at a macro level and can be re-worked at micro level.  


